JUNTOS – NEWSLETTER – December 2018
We are proud to report another landmark for JUNTOS. Three of our groups have just
completed a Khan Academy initiative called Khanpeonato, a play on words on the
Spanish word campeonato, meaning championship. It is based on a principle called
LearnStorm, the Khan Academy philosophy that everyone can learn anything. It began
a year ago in both Canada and the United States in order to jump start the school year.
Here is a quote from their site:
Mastery learning is an educational philosophy centered on self-paced learning; Unlike
traditional learning, students in mastery-learning classroom are not pushed ahead in
lockstep, which can cause the accumulation of debilitating “Swiss cheese” gaps in
knowledge. In Mastery Learning, students learn at the own pace. They progress through
questions and quizzes at just the right level for them. They get feedback as they learn
and help when they need it most. Teachers track student progress, identify gaps and
give students one-on-one attention to help them succeed.
This is what the children do. Here is what it looks like.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0lSTXtwPuOU&list=PLSQl0a2vh4HBxoP1tZaejDjVn
2Ysf_WDj
Or
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z0B1IyDeNLI&list=PLSQl0a2vh4HBxoP1tZaejDjVn2
Ysf_WDj&index=6
As you saw, this is an exercise in basic geometry, something all children should learn in
primary school, but sadly, many don’t. The very exercises you watched in English are
also available in many languages, Spanish included. They can be downloaded free of
charge from the Internet.
Khan Academy offers hundreds of exercises like these, not only for basic math but for a
very large number of subjects. Their free resources range from the primary grades to
university level. All are based on the firm belief that everyone can get a good education.
So how did the Khanpeonato work? Below is a link to a very short video. Part of the
video is in English, the other half in Spanish. As explained, this is the first time the
championship has run in Mexico. It lasted 10 weeks and students were urged to
compete virtually.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UkKJxD5loaQ
Our teachers were most reluctant. This would not work they told us, it was no go, it
would drive attendance down and bore the children. We negotiated with them and in the
end two ayudantías and one shelter participated. At the ayudantías, all the children
come from families and homes, whereas the shelter, as the name indicates, is for
children that have been removed from their parents.

Khan Academy had already foreseen the pushback from the teachers, and held a series
of Webinars to prepare the teachers. Once they began participating in the webinars and
saw that a competition would be appealing, the teachers came on board. Now that the
ten week competition is over, our teachers have become such enthusiastic supporters
that they are already thinking ahead to the next championship.
In essence, each individual within the group did his own exercises at
his own speed and at his own level, but his individual effort was
tabulated for the entire class. Thus the entire class was competing
both individually and as a group. Everyone received virtual cups
whenever they reached their goals and at the end, Khan Academy
sent out certificates of merit. Here are some pictures of the children
receiving various types of certificates, such as a Certificate of
Appreciation and Master Challenger.

From these pictures, you get a real feeling of how the children at Lomas de Juitepec felt
about the Khanpeonato.

We were very interested to discover the math levels of the children compared to the
grade standards set by Khan Academy. As expected, there were marked differences
between the children at the ayudantías, where the children all belong to families, and

those at the shelter. As expected, the level at the shelter was lower and many of the
children were not working at their grade level. Therefore, when the 10 week challenge
began, children were completing exercises below their grade level, and the challenge
was to reach their own grade level. Thus, a child enrolled in grade 5 at his or her school,
started with math exercises for grades 3 or 4, tried to reach the grade 5 level, and then
completed all the exercises for that grade. We had several students who scored 100%,
meaning they successfully completed all the exercises for their grade level.
In addition, not all the children participated. Some were chosen by our tutors, others
volunteered. Nevertheless, all improved and in many cases reached their level. Thus a
child who was in grade 5, was able to do math at an international standard grade 5
level.
And what about those who did not participate? Even those who did not participate in the
actual challenge improved because they were caught up in the enthusiasm of the entire
group. Several students reported that they finally understood something that they had
not understood before, while others said it helped them at school.
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